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triving student teachers a large part of GSU curriculum
Student teachers are
llla:ssu:mirtg an increasingly big
rt of the teaching load at GovState University. Future
,.,.,,,..h,.rc:: are learning the basic
'~'""''~·"'-3 of what the profession

is all about.
As today's society
us. many young kids are
in need of a certain direction in
lives. They need that cerperson to help them realwhat opportunities are out
and how to have the will
l t l n.nw•~r to go after them. At
U, students in Education are
ng taught how to prepare
},,...,..,,..h ·es for teaching by be111'-vu•.•u,. student teachers themBy experiencing this
,.•..__,_... -..,,.. the plannin o
and how to instruct puwithin a regular classroom
a 12-week period.
"The most important
I try to teach my students
to respect other student's eato learn and to respect
as a teacher". said Dr.
IRaStulllall Muhammad, UniverProfessor of English and

Secondary
Education .
Muhammad's students usually
go on to teach grades six to 12.
"Students who want to teach
must have a complete ability to
convey love of literature and
have an appreciation for the
artist," said Muhammad.
Several requirements
must be met before student
teaching is available for students:
I. Completed at least 42 hours
of general education requirements with a Grade Point Average of 2.75 or higher in
courses taken at Governors
State University.
2. Completed professional education course requirements,
except EDUC499, including
100 hours of field e. ·periencc
with a GPA of 3.0 or hi her,
completing all cou:rscs with a
grade of 'C' or better.
3. Have no more than si.x hours
remaining to be completed in
the major in which he or she is
enrolled.
4. Met all state qualifications
applicable to areas of student
teaching assignments as outlined in the illinois Program for

Rashidah Jaami ' Muhammad, English professor, College of
Arts and Science__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
·a/ ation, • upen·· ion, and
Recognition of. choo/s, Part I,
Subpart G: Staff Qua/iflcations.
Dr Muhammad, who
spent eight years at Michigan
State University before coming
to GSU, stresses to her students
theimportanceofEnglish., grammar. and literature. "You must
know your content area, :you

mu have kno ledge of American and Western literature and
have a cultural appreciation."
she said.
Governors State University has also been approved
by the Illinois State Board of
Education (ISBE) to allow
study programs for the preparation of receiving a Teacher
Certification. Special
uire-

ments to receive a teaching
tifieate are the following :
1. Have earned the •n, ....,.~~ 111
degree from an institution
ognized by the ISBE for
education;
2. Have acquired
experience for the Admini
tive Certificate;
3. Have completed a
ernors State University
approved program leading
the desired certificate;
4. Have passed the uni
sity examinations in writi
and basic mathematics fo
Early Childhood, Elemental)
or High School Certificate:
5. Be at least 19 years old;
6. Be in good health:
Once becoming
teacher you must accept .....,,l.. ,..,,.,
roles within the school that)
arc working for. Depending
who and how old your ufpntcoill l
are. roles such as mediator
learning, disciplinarian or
troller of student behavior.
ent substitute, confidant to
dents, judge of "'"t"'"''" '"''""t
and an organizer
arc all principles ofbecoming
continued on

Pacifica caught in struggle
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
A lawsuit shadows
Pacifica Radio Network's celebration of 50 years on the air,
as the Pacifica Foundation is
accused of violating the principles on which it was created.
Lewis Hill originated
Pacifica Foundation in 1949
when KPFA-FM first aired on
Aprill5 111 in Berkeley, California. It is the non-profit parent
company of Pacifica Radio Network, comprised ofKPFA, Berkeley, KPFK, Los Angeles.
KPFT, Houston, WBAI, New
York, and WPFW. Washington
DC Pacifica Radio Network is

'Robin Hood'
Literary Supplement

page6

the world's first listener-sponsored radio.
• Pacifica was founded
by a group of conscientious objectors that sought a way in
which to speak out against the
military force of World War II.
Their mission has four objectives: to promote cultural diversity and plu:ralistic community
expression; to contribute to a
lasting understanding between
individuals of all nations, races,
creeds, and colors; to promote
freedom of the press and serve
as a forum for various viewpoints: to maintain an indepen-

dent funding base.
Due to their
casts ofopen prospectives,
fica has received awards
grants as well as being i
gated by the United States
ernrnent and, on occasion,
beled 'subversive.· A few
their history's 80 plus
lights arc:
1950: Opponents to
the Korean War are
among the minority
vi&wpoints given free
dom of speech,
1951: Pacifica....,..."""'

This 'n That
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Neighborhood bully?

.,._,• ..,,~ ••ll.Pif~l~:!.i,l by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
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The popular view of the United
States-at least with its populace-is
that it is a super power. If that means
having the ability to out-produce most,
if not all, other nations and the resources
to annihilate people in the name of humanity, then the U.S. is a super-power.
However. I wonder if the persona of this
nation isn't more of a bully with an inflated ego.
I find it incredible that billions of dollars have been spent to destroy a country but infinitesimal amounts of funds
invested in rebuilding what has been
destroyed It \\as only recently that wartorn Bosnia-Herzegovina has been invested in and at present, many homes
still need roofs and/or walls. Sarajevo's
Zetra, the site of the 1984 Olympic
Games, is seeing much activity as it is
being restored, but the incentive behind
the restoration is not one of humanity.
Zctra is the site for the International
Summit and the diplomats must have a
place to meet and talk. Hopefully, these
diplomats will discuss the fact that approximately 30,000 NATO troops remain there to enforce the Dayton Peace
Agreement, an estimated 50 percent of
the population is without jobs, as much
as half of the pre-war population of 4.6
million people remain refugees, and the
devastating effects that the recent war
against Kosovo had on the economy that
was already in shambles.
Meanwhile, peace-keeping
forces in Kosovo are kept busy and frustrated as the tables are now turned and
civilian Serbs are fleeing the region as
their neighbors are murdered while trying to scratch out a living for their families. I find it unbelievable that Clinton
and his cohorts did not take the time to

wish to live in the region, it would be
nice if the decision could be made regarding an area that was habitable. The
entire area economy continues to suffer
due to the impassable river and the U.S.
fuel embargoes that threaten sanctions.
Zoran Bilbija, the official designated to prepare Bosnia-Herzegovina's
bid to join the World Trade Organization, is skeptical of the U.S. intentions
and involvement in aiding Eastern European countries. He compared Clinton's
international aid proposal to the Marshall
Plan foUowing World War II, pointing out
that the $13 billion dollars dispensed by
the U.S. in the 1940' and 1950's was
clearly designed to further U.S. foreign
policy interests.
Though the U.S. has been assisting Russia since the Soviet Union's
collapse, the slow coming aid seems to
be more of a political shackle than it is
a courier of improvements in the lives
of the Russian people.
With this type of track record,
the U.S. is beginning to have as much
credibility as the neighborhood bully
does. The U.S. has been snubbed more
than once by nations choosing to ignore
the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act. The Act
clearly stipulates that the U.S. will impose severe penalties against any foreign company who invests more than
$100 million in the oil or gas sectors of
Iran or Libya. Most recently. the Italian oil conglomerate, EIN, struck a $5.5
billion deal with the state oil group of
Libya, National Oil Corporation, to develop off shore oil and gas reserves.
In March of this year, a FrancoItalian consortium signed a 10-yearcontract with Iran that will invest nearly
$1 billion dollars in Iran's oil industry.
Though this was viewed as a blatant
realize
thatthat
theyspans
were dealing
with
anethnic battle
centuries
and
pre- snub of the U.S., any sanctions against
pare properly for the consequences of the consortium were considered to be in
interfering in someone 's domestic strife. direct violation of multilateral trade
Thus, the few peacekeepers are faced rules, thus, no moves were made against
daily with hordes of people seeking re- France or Italy.
venge on their one-time neighbors. This
Last year, President Clinton
agreed
that
sanctions would not be levhas become an excellent excuse for not
ied
against
the
French oil company, Toinvesting funds in the rebuilding of the
tal,
who
defied
the
U.S. Act in 1997 with
area, along with the claim that until
Milosevic is brought to justice the U.S. a $2 billion gas exploration contract
will not invest one penny in the area.
with Iran.
As the U.S. spends megabucks
Though many European naon deploying forensic specialists to the tions have lifted economic sanctions, at
region to examine massacre sites, the least in part, from Iraq, the U.S. only
same region has gone untested for the recently is allowing exports to Iraq and
contaminants that have been spilled into then, only items for consumption such
the water supply and absorbed into the as wheat, corn, and rice. The sanctions
air and soil. The electric grids have not hav-e caused the index to hit all time lows
due to excess reserves in these commodithe buildings
uninhabitable,
and the
been
restoredare
to full
capacity, many
of ties, thus, they have been lifted. Howroads and bridges used for the transport ever, Iraq is doubtful that they will trade
of goods remain impassable. Tthe debris \\ith the U.S.
from the bridges stopping the river's trafRussia, in an effort to alleviate
fic. The promised humanitarian efforts Iraq's debts. has erased the billions of
to make the area livable are slow in com- dollars arms debt owed to them by Iraq.
ing to say the least. Though the Alba- In reciprocation, Russia will be allowed
nians now ha'-e the right to decide if they to invest in and develop oil sites. This

Teachers
continued from front page

teacher. There are also community
roles that go along with teaching
such as community leader. leader in
some area of knowledge or skill. and
an agent of social change.

When asked t~e question,
why do you think students choose
teaching? Muhammad hoped that it
is for the moral value; to be able to
help kids and listen to them when
they have a problem . Many kids are
growing up in a single parent family
and they might need someone to talk
to . Since the monc) IS relative!) lo\\

seems to me to be a very smart move on
both countries; it will boost the Russian
economy and afford some protection for
Iraq should U.S. aggression against them
escalate.
In the midst of all this, trade
agreements have been continued with
China though the U.S. still decries outrage at stolen weaponry secrets and
China scoffs at the Central Intelligence
Agency's excuses and apologies for the
bombing of the Chinese embassy in
Belgrade. That goes to show how money
talks.
On the domestic front, credibility begins to slide when viewing the situation with Berkeley, California's Pacifica radio station. It seems that governmental pressure has caused severe problems and a possible shutdown of the station. A publicly supported station, the
executive management has gone so far
as to provide authorities the letters from
audience supporters for the station for
investigation. This is taking place in
the same Dation that laJgetcd radio and
television stations in Kosovo for transmitting 'governmental propaganda.' I
find this a bit peculiar.
In my search to find something
hopeful in the world's view of the U.S.,
I encountered a report on relations with.
Russia. According to Russian Prime
Minister Sergei Stepashin, "relations are
back on track." However, be did stipulate that there remain major diJJ'erences
in aid to Belgrade, trade with Iran, and
human rights. Stepashin warned of the
dangers of one nation presuming to
serve as the world's policeman and cautioned against any nation appointing itself the guarantor of freedom and/or
human rights. He stated, "It's very dangerous for the United States, which has
deep domestic problems of its own with
which to deal, to assume such a role."
I have to agree with this perspective. It would appear that it is time
for the U.S. to step back and participate
in globalization in a different manner.
The billions of dollars spent on war
would be better spent on assisting countries out of their economic woes and,
perhaps, thereby averting the aggression
that prompts war. Unfortunately, this
may lead to peace that is not as profitable as dropping bombs and launching
missiles. It is more likely that the 'Big
Brother' behavior will continue.

at the start, people are turning to
teaching to help younger children
out.
Student teachers are a vital
part of the future. and as we move
on to the 21st century because more
kids arc gomg to need some kind of
positive person to point them in the
right direction .
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When, after baltlinsback from cancer and MDDing this ytar's edition m the Tour de France, .Lance

The GIoba I Village Bard

For all practical purposes, the civil war contitmes to rage in this beleaguered comer m the Balkans,

Armstrong rode his bicycle down the Champs Elysecs
in Paris, most European commentators hailed his great

even while the European Commission and the World ·
Bank convene a "donors' conference" in Brussels to at-

medical and athletic feat as an astonishing triumph of
the hwnan will. Yet the victory of an American out-

tract foreign investment for reconstruction. And because
the United States is opposed to allowing the reconstruction of Serbia proper. the victimi:1ation of Serbs is bound

sider, in what is perhaps the most quintessential. French
popular sporting event. stirred up a considerable amount

to continue on all fronts, fueling nationalist resentment
possibly nourishing future criminal "acts of revenge" ...
How, in this conte:<t, can the masterminders of the whole
operation in Washington possibly claim to have "won"
in Kosovo ? Why isn't debate raging throughout the

of odd debate in the host cwntty. Nothing in the mainstream United States media provided me with any clues
as to why some distinctly chauvinistic language found
its way into parts of the French media coverage of
Annstrong'sachievement Iftherewereever a truly displaced manifestation of party pooping nationalist rheto-

United States on the outcome of the war and the future
of the ~sin general? Have we not, as a society, an
interest in ensuring that our wars produce outcomes with
which we can live?

ric, I thought. this may very weD be it
Before long I found myself reflecting upon an

As Europeans mull over the stalemate in
Yougoslavia. and the haunting prospect of an ''ethni-

entirely different issue. Why, I asked myself, are newspapers, radio shows and television broadcasts here so
oblivious to the serious tensions that have arisen between Europe and the United States over the past few

cally homogenous". durable Western protectorate in
Kosovo. Uncle Sam ·s leadership and judgment have

weeks? One would think that the two main points of
contention - a serious trade war involving controver-

order. There could be no triumphalism, Kouchner argued against the Clinton/Blair grain: all sides had suf-

come under close critical scrutiny. And, to make matters worse, public opinion is unanimous in its fwy over

sies over public health standards, and the impossible
mission of the oa:upying Western forces in KOSCM) -

fered in the conflict. and repairing the fundamental social fabric would take much longer than rebuilding the

the recent imposition of American commercial sanctions.
The United States recently launched a full-scale trade

would be deemed at least as newsworthy as a celebrity's

material infrastructure destroyed by weeks of NA10

war against the European Union in reprisal for its ten-

tragic death or the scorching heat of the midwestern
summer. The events mpanunount importance to which
1 am referring raised the ire of many Europams, and

bombing.
The Mission of the United Nations in Kosovo
(Minuk) was mandated by the peace agreement to lay

ytar old ban on importing hormone-enhance beef products. In what, to ordinary Europeans, seems like a Oagrant abuse of unchecked economic and financial power,

profoundly altered coiDIDDn sense perceptions of how
both big business and war - call them "free trade" and
"pcacek.eeping" -are conducted in the new world order.
Yet no one around here seems to think Americans would
be interested to know wby their pmunent has come
under fire, and why Lance Armstrong- who least deserves it- has been taking the heat
Armstrong's uncxpeacd victory in the world's
oldest traditional bicycling competition came in the midst
m a widespread crisis in the sport. biggcred by massive
evidence of subslance abuse among riders in last year's
edition of the race. The Tour de France had become so
discredited in the public eye that Marie-France Buffet.
the French communist sports minister, ordered unpreccdentcd controls of athletes and triggered a civilliberties controversy regarding the CXlcnl m a panment 's
right to enforce ethics in high-level sporting events.
Participants in the race were often deemed guilty until
proven innocent of illicit drug consumption, and this
claud bung over Annstrong's performance as well. In
all the chaos, his underdog SlatuS added to the suspicim: how could a recovering cancer patient run away
with the prize in such a physically trying event?
Annstrong came to symbolize a kind of arrogant
ttiumphalism, an unwarranted satisfaction with himself in victory: standing in the middle ma devastated
baalcficld, he sccmcd perfectly content to focus on the
simple, happy fact that he bad clearly and unequivocally won.
Personally, I find no reason to deprive him of
that joy; and to seize on the pretext of his nationality to
draw infeaences mfoul play is, quite simply, ludicrous.
In the devastated battlcfidd m Kosovo, however, the
countJy whose colors he carried was finding it ever more
difficult to prove to the world that it had truly been a
victor. Testifying before the Senate Arms Forces Committee on July 20, Defense SecretaJy William Cohen
blasted the United Nations for failing to establish order
in the occupied Serbian province. This. in Europe. was
perceived as a thinly veiled attack on the credibility of
recently appointed U.N. chiefadministrator for Kosovo.
Bernard Kouchner, the French fonner leader of "Doctors Without Borders" and an enthusiastic proponent of
"humanitarian interventionism". Indeed. from the onset Kouchner and his civilian staff complained of the
heavy-handed militaJy tactics of NATO militruy troops
and their Kosovo Liberation Army allies in establishing

the institulional foundatic:m for nwlti-dhnic power-sharing and everyday peace between Slavic and Albanian
residents of the (sliD) Serbian province. By Kouchner 's
own admission, the "allies" have not proven capable m

American lobbyists obtained a World Trade Organizalion authorization to impose a 1000/o tax on European
imports such as Roquefort cheese, trumes, shallots,
chocolate, tripe, tongue, ham, Italiantomatoesandoount-

cnforcingdisarmamelltandautailingthecivilwar,and
the U.N. is constantly undermined in its "democratic"
institution-building efforts by an aggressively nationalistic KLA. Hashim Thaci, head of the provisional KLA
government, and Agirn Ceku, who leads the armed KLA
soldiers cum:ntly being trained by NA10 for deploy-

less other "luxury" products exported to the United
States. WhyRoquefortchecse?Becauseproducersmgoat
milk and its derivatives in France ban the use of American-made. genetically altered organisms in producing
feed for their animals, as a measure of public health and
a means mguaranteeing the traditional mark ofquality.

mcnt as a police force. are both influential opponents of

This may seem like a trivial tale of tit-for-tat.

Minuk 's efforts to guarantee the presence of Serbs along-

commercial arm wrestling among culturally estranged

side Albanians in public service. Of the 200,000 Serbs
who lived in KOSCM) prior to the NA10 attacks, only
40,000 ranain - lS,OOO of them in an ethnicaUy homogcnous enclave in the north. Kouchncr recently char-

lobbyists who don't realize heM: silly they are. From the
European vantage point. however, what is at stake is the
right of the European Union to democratically determine its own public bealth standards, and to encourage

acterizcd their everyday lives as "unimaginable and unac=ptablc". Serbs and Gypsies have been confined to
their homes, harassed, murdered, their property damaged, threats made against them by neighbors, cars sabotaged, trains derailed, food supplies denied, and children
kept out of school. The execution offourteen Serb f3rmcrs in Gracko, which trigse:rcd a formal oondcmnation by
the U.N. Security Council, wasonlythemostvisiblcofa
series of tragic "acts m revenge" which the NA10 occupation forces are ill-equipped to prevent.
It is strange to hear the American Defense SecretaJy blame the civilian U.N. mission for this debacle.
The unilateral NA10 decision to bomb Yugoslavia was
taken without consulting the United Nations or the Security Council, and Minuk was brought in as part of a
compromise with the Miloscvic regime to create the
political and social conditions for an end to the civil
war. A ground invasion was thus avoided, and Kosovan
refugees were allowed to return home. Bcanse the Serbs
were not militarily defeated, however, the province ~
mains technically part of Yugoslavia, and the failure to
protect Serb citizens in Kosovo can be construed by
NATO adversaries as a blatant violation of the peace
agreement Hence the pro-independence KLA is free to
take virtual control of a territory that the West is theoretically bound by law to preserve for Yugoslavia. The
U.N. missioa meanwhile. has set out to enforce a "multiethnic'' peace that neither side is yet willing to respect.
What have we. as a society. done thus far to create longterm conditions for peace. prosperity and reconciliation?
Essentially. we have bombed.

the preservation of age-old traditions of quality in food

production by allowing smaU-scale farmers mel agri-

cuituralists in rural bastions to preserve their hankarned

fiune. The "productivist" ideology of large-scale industry in the United States, which stimulates so much

~

search on genetic and bonnonal alteration of foodstuffs,
does not have to be shared by the entire world- or does
it? Whose interests is the World Trade Organization
protecting? If you add to this widespread perception of
American arrogance and profit-mongering, the widelyheld belief among Europeans that culinary traditions
are a core of national identity and a factor mimmense
cultural pride, it becomes easy to understand why a bit-

ter, defensive language ofanti-Americanism is suddenly

becoming fashionable again, across political divides and
throughout the continent. Beyond the question of cuitural survival and respect for tradition in Europe, bowever, sbouldn 't we. here in the United States, be lending
a citizen's ear to international controversies surrounding our food processing technologies, and the comparative viability of different standards of public health? Are
we in agreement with total deregulation and full corpo-

rate control over the production and worldwide marketing of altered foodstuffs?
Bah. why should we care about what those
people are saying? We won the war in Kosovo and we
should be able to sell oilr honnone-enhanced beef anywhere we please. Should there really be a debate about
any of this? Judging by what our media tells us.. perhaps, indeed. noc. WeD. I disagree. I'm French. and I
applaud Lance Armstrong.
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Pacifica
continued from front page

a Ford Foundation grant for the
support of a non-commercial
radio broadcast operation.
1957: Pacifica/KPFA won its
first George Foster Peabody
Award for taking strong issue
with McCarthyism.
1960-63: Citing broadcasts of
writing by Bertolt Brecht,
Norman Cousins, Carey
McWilliams, Dorothy Healey,
and W.E.B. DuBois, Pacifica
was investigated for 'subversion' by The House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC), The Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI), and the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee (SISS).
1962: KPFK broadcasts
women's history profiles of
Dorothy Healey and Elizabeth
Gurley Flynn that were later
used in SISS Hearings that
charged Pacifica as communist
infiltrated. The Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) withholds the license
renewals for KPFA. KPFB, and
KPFK pending its investigations into these allegations;
Pacifica was nC\·er cited in any
of these, or subsequent, investigations.
1970: KPFf in Houston goes
on the air and is bombed off
twice by the Ku Klux Klan.
After months of inactivity by
authorities, Pacifica mounted a
media campaign that prompted
Federal investigations and the
arrest of a Klansman.
1973: Pacifica provided extensive coverage of the Senate
Watergate hearings.
1975: Comedian George
Carlin's 'dirty words you can't
say on television' routine was
broadcast by WBAl/New York
and leads to several years of
First Amendment litigation
and a hearing by the U.S. Supreme Court; no sanctions

Business and
Technology
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
The United States ranks third
place in the World's Best Places To Live
survey, conducted by the United Nations
Human Development Report. Canada,
for the sixth consecutive year, ranks first
places and Norway rank second.
The survey ranks 174 nations
according to how people live, factors in
health care, life expectancy, education.
and income. In the overall index, fourth
through 2011o place is Japan, Belgium.
Sweden, Australia. the Netherlands, Iceland. Britain, France, Switzerland, Finland, Germany, Denmark, Austria, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Italy, and Ireland, respectively. The 10 least devel-

were imposed.
1978: The Pacifica Radio News
began to distribute news service to 20 non-Pacifica stations
across the U.S. and Canada.
1981: KPFNBerkeley created
a Women's Department.
1985: Pacifica broadcast its
first editorial condemning the
apartheid South African government.
1990: Pacifica declined two
NEA grants because of restrictions to content attached to the
funds.
1992: Senate Republicans put
a hold on funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB). Pacifica protested
content-conditional funding
and pressed CPB to shield
news programming and editorial integrity ofindividual producers; CPB Board member,
Victor Gold targets KPFK for
strident African American Programming and controversial
speech aired during Black History Month.
1993: Gold called for de-funding Pacifica. Senate Minority
Leader, Robert Dole (R-KS)
threatened public broadcasting
with congressional revenge as
his aide explained: ''The First
Amendment, freedom of
speech, doesn't apply, because
we are able to put conditions
on the grants of federal
money."
1993: WBAI\'\instheRogerN.
Baldwin Award.
Amy
Goodman, WBAI News director and co-anchor of WBAI's
Morning Show, won the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
Award for International Reporting; Undao-Gabriel Award
for Nationally Distributed
News and Information; Radio
& Television News Directors
Award; and the Unity in Media Award from Lincoln University. The CPB Silver Award
for Children's and Youth Programming went to KPFB.

1996: Pacifica Launched Democracy Now! a daily
grassroots election program.
A five-year plan, instituted by
Pacifica Foundation, allegedly belies its
50 years of history. According to Rafael
Renteria, former programming and
news director. KPFf Houston, "A storm
has been unleashed in the struggle over
the direction of Pacifica station KPFA
in Berkeley, and the battle between rebellious staff and listener-sponsors
there, on one hand, and the Pacifica
hierarchy, on the other, has grave implications for the future of community
broadcasting throughout the U.S.
She continues by pointing
out that in the name of diversity, The
following KPFf programming has been
eliminated: locally produced news, MidDay public affairs, Latino public affairs,
The Persian Program, The Arabic Hour,
Lesbian programming, Peace, Pipes,
And Visions, Native American program, The Atheist program, the Viet
Nmreseprowrun,theChineseprogram,
and the Pakistani program. The Gay
programming, African American program, and the feminist programming
have been reduced to one hour per
week. The music programming has become country music, eliminating most
of the African American music and the
music of India program, as well as the
Celtic music program, are gone. KPff
once broadcast in eight languages, but
the trend today is "English Only."
An open letter from the Diversity Group who is instituting the Five
Year Plan. stated: "Pacifica has defined
the change in its long-term vision statement as an attempt to make the Pacifica
stations more relevant and more representative of the audiences that they
should serve." The staff of Pacifica
seems to interpret this statement as a
matter of 'us and them.'
Pacifica's national board
voted to make its membership immune
from all formal local input and to convert itself into a self-perpetuating entity. The KPFA staff claimed to be operating under the fear of loss of employment if they report the events taking place with Pacifica as news.
Pacifica went so far as to tar-

get listeners who support the KPFA sta.O
for intimidation. A criminal psychologist turned over thousands of listene•
letters to the Berkeley Police for inves
Ligation. This is very unusual since the
funding for the station comes from itli
listeners.
Programming from Pacifica
Radio stations can still be encountered
on their ntinois afiiliate stations WDBX
Carbondale, WEFT' 90.1 Champaign
Urbana, WZRD 88.3 Chicago, and
WLUW 88.7 Chicago. Most recently
the
controversial
program
CounterPunch, edited by Alexande1
Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair aired
some sensitive material. June 1, 1999
enticing controversy with 'Waco Up
date: The Delta Force was there.' The
program began: "Amid NATO military
supremo Wesley Clark's onslaught on
the civilians of Serbia, the question
arose: did Clark hone his civilian-kill
ing skills at Waco, where the FBI over
saw the largest single spasm of slaugh
ter of civilians by law enforcement in
U.S. History, when nearly a hundred
Branch Davidians died amid an assaul
by tanks, flame-throwers, and snipers.'
This was certainly followed by an even
more devastating CounterPunch, 'Who
NATO Killed,' as it ·was stated: " ... Nato
bombing raids have killed more thar
200 children. Hundreds more will al
most certainly perish in the comin~
months, through environmental factors.
such as poisoned water supplies and lack
of electrical power to run vital hospital
equipment."
In response to the alleged
changes of programming and alleged
harassment to the staff, a lawsuit was
filed on July 16, 1999 against the
Foundation's Board of Directors. The
suit asks that their (Board of Directors
actions be restrained from further
change and harassment, and that the
mission statement on which Pacifica was
founded be adhered to (a copy of the filed
statements of suit is on file in the IN
NOitltTOR for any party interested in
viewing them). However, there is great
concern for the continuation of the ra
dio station, particularly listeners in th(
immediate broadcasting area

oped countries in human terms are, from percent of the population does not reach
the bottom up, Sierra Leone, Niger, the age of 60. In Ireland, 23 percent of
Ethiopia, Burkina Faso, Burundi, the people are functionally illiterate, and
Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Eritrea, in the United States nearly 20 percent of
Mali, and the Central African Repub- the population has an income below the
lic.
· national poverty level. Britain, Ireland,
The most widespread discrep- and the United States show higher povancy was between the sexes. with in- erty levels than other industrialized counequality existing in all countries. tries.
Canada slid to fourth place on this list,
The report also stated that 16
and the United States in eighth place countries suffered major reversals in
on the "gender empowerment" index. health care due to AIDS in southern and
The 20 top countries were Norway, Swe- eastern African, and economic stagnaden. Denmark. Canad'l, Germany, Fin- tion in the former Soviet Union and
land, Iceland, the United States, Aus- Eastern Europe.
tralia, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
Austria, the Bahamas, Switzerland,
Luxembourg, Britain, Belgium, Portugal. South African, and Ireland.
Nine leading Internet compaPockets of deprivation exist
within the index as Denmark's average nies have joined to form a coalition,
life expectancy is 76 years. but only 13 NetCoalition.com, to speak out for the

interests of the Internet industry and to
influence government policyrnakers.
The Coalition includes American Online, Yahoo!, Amazon.com,
DoubleChck, eBay, Excite+Home,
Inktomi, Lycos, and theglobe.com. It is
estimated that 90 percent of the world's
Internet users visit one or more of the
members' sites every month.
The group stated that they \\ill "speak
out on critical issues impacting the future of the Internet, advocating marketdriven policies to empower users.''
Da\id C. Peterschmidt, chairman of software developer Inktomi, told
Reuters: "with the Internet, we are on
the cusp of driving new economies and
new ways of doing business. We intend
to engage in dialogue with policymakers
to address the tough issues facing our
industry, with the intention of making
theinternet a critical part of our lives."

The cat sniffs the body, walks from head
to tail, poking and sniffing the dog's
body and finally looks at the vet and
meows. The vet looks at the man and
says, 'Tm sorry, but the cat thinks that
your dog is dead. too."
The man is still unwilling to
accept that his dog is dead. So the vet
brings in a yellow lab, the lab sniffs the
body, walks from head to tail, and finally looks at the vet and barks. The vet

looks at the man and says, ''I'm sorry,
but the lab thinks your dog is dead too."
The man, finally resigned to
the diagnosis. thanks tlte vet and asks
how much he owes. The vet answers,
"$650. ·• "$650 to tell me my dog is
dead?" exclaims the man . "Well," the
vet replies, "I would only have charged
you $50 for my initial diagnosis. The
additional $600 was for the cat scan and
lab tests."

~tlllgllt~,..................................... .
Received: from ihemlsrv.firewall.lucent.com
Subject: FW: Vet Vi it
and after a few moments. tells the man
A man runs into the vet's
that his dog, regrettably. is dead.
office carrying his dog. screaming for
The man, clearly agitated and
help. The vet rushes him back to an
not willing to accept this, demands a
e. ·amination room and has him put his second opinion. The vet goes into the
dog down on the c. ·amination table.
back room and comes out with a cat and
The vet examines the still, limp body
puts the cat down next to the dog's body.
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Success in threes for The Center
Fifth anniversary: A mix of diversaty, dance, and tradition
Nevertheless, Reid expresses the
by Jane Passaglia

When the original "Smart Center" for Performing Arts opened in 1995
under the direction of Richard Kordos,
the Daily Southtown affinned that GSU
was now "poised to extend its reputation
as a pioneer telecommunication facility".
A year later, Jeffrey Ortman,
interim director of the re-named Center
for Arts and Technology, pledged to
"bring to the Southland area ... exciting
performing arts groups from all over the
world and provide a home for local professional groups".
The third season saw yet a third
name revision, a third director, and a third
goal.
Now, as the (finally) Center for
Perfonning Arts prepares to celebrate its
fifth anniversaty season, CPA board president Karen Reid might agree that success seems to come in threes for the impressive state-of-the art theater. Although
she finnly believes that all three directors have made unique and valuable contributions to the theater's evolution, she
places special "blame on [current executive director] Burt Dikelsky for continuing to take us in the right direction."
Dikelsky may be hoping that
three is indeed the magic number as he
puts the finishing touches on the fifth season, which coincides, with his third year
at the CPA. Focusing on his "simple"
goal of "seeing the center open as many
nights as possible", he considers all options with the analytical eye of a businessman. Drawing on a broad background
in teaching, theater management and
business, he has taken careful notes in past
years about "what works and what
doesn't" in programming for this area.
What "works" is Buddy Guy on
a Saturday night and Irish dance. What
doesn't work is the Philadelphia Brass on
a Sunday afternoon and Israeli dance. Between these two extremes, a dazzling display of diverse programming has been offered over the past four years, featuring
everything from the Vienna Boys Choir to
the Peking Acrobats.
Looking back over past seasons,
Reid and Dikelsky responded recently to
the suggestion that there might be three
roads to successful programming as well.
"First, diversity works," says
Dikelsky. "The best attended events are
those that appeal to mixed audiences.. .It
is not our job to [encourage audiences1
'1ust to come to shows that they like but
to e.xpose them to a wide variety of entertainment opportunities''.
Eager to experiment with as
\\ide a variety as possible, Dikelsky s:heduled a record 3 1 shows during his first
full year as director of The Center. But
even armed with the ell:pcrienccsofthose
first seasons, he admits that the perfect
mix is often difficult to achieve.

support of the board for Dikelsky 's commitment to diversity.
"Our emphasis has not been on
finding an audience as much as on building an audience. Audiences may be there
for some things we don't even know yet."

and a vocal performance by Park Forest
diva Dawn Upshaw.
It is Karen Reid's hope that potential theatergoers will experiment with
diversity themselves and "try some things
that may not have been number one on
their list".
"'ur goal is to encourage people
to come to two or three things and learn
to trust us and know that we put on a

5

classy, top notch show."
Reid confesses to having "nothing but pride in this fabulous, fabulous
resource" and is thoroughly convinced
that her own personal goal for The Center is within reach.
"It's simply to continue to grow
in all areas and have consistently soldout shows".

Box office
reports
this - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
may be true.
Although
the indicate
surrounding
community turned out in e.xpected high How To Bathe A Cat
numbers for perfonners like Buddy Guy submitted by Jean Hickey, CAS
and Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the response was equally encouraging for un- (Note: Jeffery LaCroix is a veterinarian with an office in Wilmington. He writes a
usual offerings like last winter's perfor- column for the Morning Star called "From Paws to Tails." Here is his response to a
mance by the Ondekoza Drummers from letter regarding bathing a cat:
Dear Dr. LaCroix:
Japan.
I've heard that cats never have to be bathed, and that they have some sort of
The second proven audiencespecial enzyme in their saliva that keeps them clean. This doesn't sound believpleaser seems to be dance. Audiences
able to me because there are definite"kitty" odors on my couch and dirty cat paw
have been consistently large for all types
prints on our white hearth. Is this true about the saliva? If we do decide to give
ofdana: performance, from classical bal"Nice Kitty" a bath, how do we do that? - NSP, Wilmington
let to jazz. This may be due to the consisDearNSP:
tent high quality of the dance programs.
Fortunately for you, several years ago a client gave me a written set of instrucBig name dance troupes have been relations about cat bathing which I am privileged to share with you:
tively easy to attract to The Center's
Cat Bathing As A Martial Art
"dancer-friendly" stage. Originally designed with input from a local dance cenA. Know that although the cat has the advantage of quickness and lack
of concern for human life, you have the advantage of strength.
ter director, the state-of-the art stage feaCapitalize on that advantage by selecting the battlefield Don't try to bathe him in
tures special padding beneath its wooden
an open area where he can force you to chase him. Pick a very small bathroom If
flooring, creating a more comfortable suryour bathroom is more than four feet square, I recommend that you get in the tub
face for dancing.
with the cat and close the sliding-glass doors as if you were about to take a
Attempts to combine dance and
shower. (A simple shower curtain will not do. A berserk
diversity have resulted in some stunning
cat can shred a three-ply rubber shower curtain quicker than a politician
box office hits, like the Trinity Irish Danccan shift positions.)
ers, and some equally stunning disapB. Know that a cat has claws and will not hesitate to remove all the skin from your
pointments, like the Kibbutz Contempobody. Your advantage here is that you are smart and know how to dress to
rruy Dance Troupe from Israel.
"Diversity works," insists
protect yourself I recommend canvas overalls tucked into high-top construction
boots, a pair of steel-mesh gloves, an army helmet, a hockey face-mask, and a
Dikelsky. "But obscurity doesn't. Allong-sleeved Oak jacket
though [the Kibbutz Company] was very
C. Use the element of swprise. Pick up your cat nonchalantly, as if to
well-known internationally, they didn't
simply carry him to his supper dish. (Cats will not usually notice your
have enough recognition or support in our
strange attire. They have little or no interest in fashion as a rule.)
drawing area"
D. Once you are inside the bathroom, speed is essential to survival. In a
Karen Reid suggests that, in
single liquid motion, shut the bathroom door, step into the tub enclosure,
addition to dance and diversity, tradition
slide the glass door shut. dip tl1e cat in the water and squirt him witl1
may be a third ingredient in the programshampoo. You have begun one of the wildest 45 seconds of your life.
ming mix.
"We have learned, especially in
E. Cats have no handles. Add the fact that he now has soapy fur, and the
problem is radically compounded. Do not ex-pect to hold on to him for more than
the area of family programming, that
two or three seconds at a time. When you have him, however, you must rememwhat the market demands is what is faber to give him another squirt of shampoo and rub like crazy. He'll then spring
miliar."
free and fall back into the water, thereby rinsing himself off. (The national record
That opinion is evident in the
for cats is three latherings, so don't expect too much.)
slate of upcoming children and family
productions, which include old favorites
F. Ne."1, the cat must be dried. Novice cat bathers always assume this part \\'ill be
the most difficult, for humans generally are worn out at this point and the cat is
like "Cinderella" and "Beauty and the
Beast", and the annual Holiday rendition
just getting really detennined. In fact, the dJ:ying is simple compared with what
of"The Nutcracker".
you have just been through.That's because by now the cat is semi-pcnnanently
affixed to your right leg.You simply pop the drain plug with your foot, reach for
The experience of the past four
your towel and wait. (Occasionally, however, the cat will end up clinging to the
years has resulted in an anniversary seatop of your anny helmet. If this happens, the best thing you can do is to shake
son tllat features an array ofentertainment
him loose and to encourage him toward your leg.) After all the water is drained
to match the diversity of GSU community. The season kicks off with "Hello
from the tub, it is a simple matter to just reach dm\n and dry the cat. In a few days
the cat \\ill relax enough to be removed from your leg. He will usually have
Dolly" in September, and concludes \\itl1
a family-oriented Mother's Day revue in
nothing to say for about three weeks and will spend a lot of time sitting with his
May. Along the way, patrons will be
back to you. He might even become psychoceramic and develop the fixed stare of
treated to big bands, classical music,
a plaster figurine.You \\ill be tempted to assume he is angry.This isn't usually the
magic, comedy, Irish singers, jai'.Z, and
case. As a rule he is simply plotting ways to get through your defenses and injure
you for life the next time you decide to give him a bath. But at least now he smells
ofcourse dance. Highlights of the season
include a Judy Collins concert, tlJC return
a lot better.
of the JoffrcyBallet and tl1e Irish Rovers,

'-----------------------------11
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BOOK REVIEWS
What's being read?
Ariel Dorfman's
'The Nanny and the Iceberg'

A.M. Homes's
'Music for Torching'

by Norbert Schurer

by Chip Livingston

The Chronicle (Duke U.)
07/21/1999

Colorado Daily (U. Colorado)
0720/1999

(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. -In a
sense, Ariel Dorfman's new novel,
"The Nanny and the Iceberg," is all
about sex.
The book's protagonist is
one Gabriel McKenzie. Born in
1967 in Chile, Gabriel has spent
most of his life in New York City.
His mother had left his father,
Crist-bal, because of a bet: Cristbal McKenzie had bet his brother
and best friend that he would sleep
either with his wife once a day, or
with a different woman every night,
for 25 years. Wow!
Now, Gabriel is returning to
Santiago de Chile to reconnect with
his father. This project fails for two
reasons : Crist-bal 's continuing
quest-the 25 years aren't quite
over-and a task Gabriel is almost
immediately given by his father's
best friend, now a powerful minister in the Chilean government.
For its pavilion at the 1992
World Expo in Sevilla, Chile decided to two an iceberg from Antarctica (which Chile claims as part
of its territory) all the way to Spain
(amazingly, this is actually true) .
In Dorfman's novel , terrorists
threaten to blow up the icebergand Gabriel's task, as an outsider
beyond suspicion himself. is asked

to find the origin of the purported
attack.
Like all of Dorfman's writing,
"The Nanny and the Iceberg" is
above all a great story. But beyond
that , the author plays with myths,
genres, and language itself. Large
parts of the novel are based on the
Don Juan myth, distributed on to
various characters. The book is written as a long e-mail from Gabriel to a
former girlfriend, a reference to the
eighteenth-century epistolary novel.
Another genre that is constantly
being invoked is the picaresque
novel-both Gabriel and Crist-bal
are traditional rogues.
Finally, Dorfman writes in
his trademark mixture of English and
Spanish. Every other page has a
word or phrase in Spanish thrown
in, usually immediately translated
or understandable from the context.
This device adds to the vivacity of
the language, which throughout is
more flowery (though less metaphorical) than that of most contemporary American writers.
"The Nanny and the Iceberg" is a great work of literature
because of this multiplicity of layers. As a reader, you can trace literary references, wade through the
rich symbolism, and get carried
away by the tale.

Living literature
Robin Hood but no 'merry men'
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
Strange as it may sometimes
seem. hterature comes alive in contemporary daily hfe as it had in Seoul.
Korea. Apparently. 'Robm Hood' had

been on the loose for two and a half
years. before police finally caught up
to him.
Shin Chang-won. 30. was
taken to the police station for questioning, along with a bag of cash and

(U-WIRE) BOULDER, Colo.-In her
first novel since the controversial
and compelling "The End of Alice,"
A.M . Homes is back with a vengeance, this time taking on the mythology of the American dream
in "Music for Torching."
Set in a Stepford-type neighborhood on the subwban outskirts of
New York City, "Music for Torching"
opens with a prototypical American husband and wife setting their house on fire
in an attempt to "make everything good
again." Paul and Elaine remain true to
their obsessive characteristics developed in"__," a short story which first
appeared in the New Yorker, spinning
the quiet errors offamily life into a fantasy careening out of control.
Homes continues her cunning
examination oflinguistics with "Torching," which is full of catching alliteration, challenges to definitive sentence
structure and allusions to childhood
fables.
'"It's been a week," Paul whispers to Elaine, who hasn' t for a minute
forgotten. 'Almost this time of night.
I squirted the stuff and lit the flame. I
fanned the fire and you kicked the
grill,' Paul says.
'We started the fire that burst
the bubble that burned the house and
so on and so forth,' Elaine finishes
the tune for him."
After the fire, Paul and
Elaine temporarily place their two

young sons in friends' families and
take up residence with the neighborhood perfectionists while their house
(which to their dismay was only partially burned-leaving them with further mess to resolve) is repaired. Paul
and Elaine do and say all the things
that most of us dare not; they push
buttons relentlessly while maintaining sex lives to rival any White House
intern's. "Torching" allows readers
insight into the deep recesses of Paul
and Elaine's minds, making them all
too real, making us examine our own
motivations.
Homes is a dangerous writer.
While carrying an enormous stick
with which to beat out the inconsistencies of "family values," Homes
drums softly-so softly that those predisposed to disagree with her presentation of family values will find themselves in the straightforward prose.
"It could have happened to
any one of us," a neighbor says in the
novel. And that's the truth.
While most readers will
never go to the extremes found in
"Music for Torching," they will nevertheless identify with Paul and Elaine,
whatever their own applicable definitions of"family."
Homes keeps the surprises
coming up to the last page. Just when
you're about to say, 'N a h, that
wouldn't happen, ' the television news
will remind you that it does.

a jewelry case believed to be stolen.
Shin gave thousands of dollars to poor
and handicapped students, which
made him a hero to the Korean working class, who called him 'Robin
Hood' and 'friend of the poor.'
After slipping through police
dragnets seven times. dozens of police officers were dismissed for failing to trap him .and authorities were
driven to offer a reward of 50 million

won ($42,000) for his capture.
Shm was captured after a
trip-off to the police led them to the
apartment where Shin lived. It was
announced that he would be taken to
the detention center in the southern
city of Pusan. However, that IS the
facility that Shin had been incarcerated for life and. ultimately, escaped.
It can be conjectured that 'Robin· may
surface again in the future.
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This 'n That
By (;erry fi'.-ty

" College Teants "
•ACROSS
1 T~ Hawlt.ev••

Don't gtw up! Most people._
look a1 anythlnl more than a mate
In two. But a mate In 10!7
TilDe anothet" look. There's a certain logic Inherent In the position.
The Black ldng 11 sotng nowhere.
The Ollly concern II stalemate.
Your Hret try, the obvtoue, Is 1.
aB·Q d3 2. QaS stalemate.. Okay,
okay. So we don't promote to a
queen. Bishop? No. Root? No. Ah,

5 Form 1040thne

& Word Wi:h fan
12 Venetian blind part
13 Belief in God
16SlnQ!e
11 Tonight's host

18 Pago d noto
198rGWS
20 Coloftel'a insignia
22 Singer Vaughan

1. - aW S. cT 1114. clooNI
Same reuon u on Move I.
4. -· W S. Ndf exdf I. eT dS T.
ei-N
Of course.
T.-IMI.NII
See how - y thll 11?
p11 1. ~ 15 11...... - - .
Thl• 11 a fairly e..y problem to
memorize u well and would be

a._

Hats

4Q Church part
51 Big~ ........: Comell ta1tn
52 Tile Ctimson Tide

55 Actresa Ryan
56 Dnltl. Board inlts.
57 Newfoundla•~. e.g.
sg Computer memory
61 ~ul
63 Encouraged
65 AuChor Runyon
69 Double CUMt

71 Approaches
73 Package type

1.&Qie,..
75 Apportion
78Agaln
77 Mrs. KeMedy
78 Matu Han. e.g.
79 St10e part
llOWN
1 S~island
2 Sulfuric acid aolutlon

3 Boston theater

-4 Bildni for one
5 Computer lnlla
61.agumet
7 Moreno & Hayworth
8 Dodata' grQOp
9 Tennessee player,
to Chemical suffhces
11 Medical meuut8fnont
14 WOld wtch 8lr 01 comk:
15 Tho HurrlciMw
21 Chief Justice Wmren

23 Tavw-el word
26 WOld with lima

28C«U

C5 At all times
48 Buck
50 Mid oath
5 3 _ cum laude

54 Sroudway backer
58 Business ttansactlona
60 Parrot
61 Glide
62 Japanese ely
64GiobUe
66 Lion's pttde

67 B.'lMhall's Her&hiser
68 Mr. Speaker
70 Needle part
7t Flthy plaCft

?.9 Modal wood
30 Spirlln The Tempest
31

COlgate'• team

33 Uatk McGwire, e.g.
3S Sea eagles
36Pips
39Relatlve

42Horooa
4-4 President Adama

Quotable Quote
r

Eductttlon l.t the ability 10

listen to aJmotrt anyfhinQ
Wlfhoullosing )'001 tamper
or your 'elt-aonfldMCe. v

Aasoda-

.. .Robert FTO$t

By GJt'K
E·Mail : &OCJOU~ol.coat
Mail: GFR, P.O. Boa 461, ~. !-'Y 11301

The POLYGON PUZZLES
by Dennis Lee Thom
Hello everyone. Today's puzzles are about coins and Ping-Pong balls.

1.

Some of Denmark's coins have holes in the middle of them. Suppose we have a copper coin
with a small hole in the middle of it. The coin is heated making the copper expand. The size,
or the diameter of the hole, will then:
A. Stay the same
B. Get smaller
C. Get larger

2

Here is a problem that may seem very difficult to solve, but actually is very easy to solve.
There is a large barrel with 90 Ping-Pong balls labeled I to 90. Three ofthem are drawn out.
one at a time. What is the probability that the numbers on the three balls come out in order,
smallest to largest?
A. 1/90
B. 1/30
C. 1/9
D. 1/6

Polygon answers
1.

2

5
4

alltcdeflb

WW.to-.eaad_.la II
fun to try on your lrtenck. At what
point In your demonetraUon do
yuu think they would catch on?
~Tamburro

For free~ .tJcU howloJJIIIJ,re.i.adwrttect-.or_....Oiall.Jie.
contad the~ U.S. a-. FedeniJon ll I~ (546C). or Witte
I.BCF, Dept. 71, 3054 NVS Route 'IW, Nl!w ~.NY 12553. You an.., Will .. on
theWoltdWideWeb: lep://WWW.~

40 Co~ motor (Frooch)

Sianc4t

T
6

Forced! Else stalemate.

25 Dissection locale
27 Hearat'a San
29 Lawyer'• exam······32DCVIP
34 Seton Hall playsn.
37Exlst
38Prank
41

Mate in 101

thekniahtl
I ....N dS 1. Mil

~4Consome

<43 Olugreeable sound
46 Monetary unit
47 Uquid bOOy sub-

CHESS

(Syndicated by the U.S. CheN Fedet"ation)

C. Get larger. The same thing
happens with donuts.

D. 1/6. The number orPing-Poog
balls we start with does not matter.
What matters is that we draw out
three of them. There are only six
ways to order the three numbers.
Suppose we had the three numbers
2,4.6. The only possible orders
would be 2,4,6; 2,6.4; 4.2.6; 4,6,2; 6,2,4
and 6,4,2. So we have one chance in
six of them bcmg in the correct order.

off the mark

by Mark Parisi
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ACCOUNTING/ FINANCE
CLUB
ADV. DAVID GORDON EX. 4%3
PRES. STACY SARGIS
VP.
JENNIE ROOD
SEC.
MELANIE DEVON
TRES. LOREN BULT

. !
.

,~

..

'

.

-

.

. ,.... .

.

ACHE

ADV. CLEMENTINE COLEMAN
EXT. 4916
PRES. MICHELLE HRIDAR

ADVOCACY CLUB
ADV. PEGGY WOODARD EXT.
PRES. ED KAMMER
VP.
CINDY KANSOER
TRES. BERNADINE M. MILLER

CHI SIGMA IOTA
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

JON CARLSON EXT. 4840
TERESA HANNON
REGINA WEAD
CASSANDRA WILSON
JON GINGARS

CIRCLE K- OFF CAMPUS
ADV. SAM MASSELLI 708-7486435

COMUTER SCIENCE CLUB
ALPHA PHI SIGMA
ADV. WILLIAM TAFOYA EXT.
4022
PRES. CHRIS LINARES
Vacant
VP.
SEC. DAWN TALBOT
TRES. RON GUSTAFSON

ALPHA UPSILON ALPHA

ADV. YUN-YAU ' STEVE' SGIH
EXT. 4547
PRES. FANGXING CHEN
VP.
MICHAEL COMER
SEC. JOHN PANDIS
TRES. VISHAL CHERUKU

APICS
(AMERICAN PRODUTION
AND INVENTORY CONTOL
SOCIETY)
ADV. DAVID PARMENTER EXT.
4961
PRES. JAMES GRANT
VP.
RICHARD EVANS
REGINA MALONE
SEC.
WEB MASTER DENISE DILLON

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
ADV. RACHEL BERG EXT. 4994
PRES. SANDRA HOFFMAN
VP.
MICHAEL SMITH
SEC.
LEE CAMPBELL
TRES. LYNNIA MALETZ
CO SEC. DORTHY T. ADEBAYO
ART FORM
ADV. ARTHUR BOURGEOIS EXT.
4012
PRES. JEANNE HURRLE
ANIA A. REBEIL
VP.
KELLY A. MUELLER
SEC.
TRES. JAVIER CHAVIRA

BLACK STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
3148
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.

MICHEAL TONEY EXT.
GAIL LUTZ EXT.4100
TAHTIA SMALLING
PAUL L. STOVALL
BRYON WALLER
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ADV.
4591
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
SEC.
TRES.

SOCIAL WORK CLUB
-:.•,•

DR. JOHN LOWE, III EXT.
MICHELE MOHAMMAD!
PAULETTE M. CESARIO
DAVID SERAFIN
KRISTEN KALINA
AMY SEUS

PHYSICAL THERAPY
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
ADV. JOYCE SLIGAR EXT. 4842
PRES. ELISA (CHRIS) WEBER
VP.
JAMES DONAHUE
SEC.
REBECCA BUTTRON
TRES. DIPIKA JAIN
CHAIRPERSON. CHRISTY
GOODMAN

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

EARLY CHILDHOOD
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
436 9
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
COUNCIL
ADV DAMON KRUG EXT. 5174
PRES. LAURA L. SWAYNE
VP.
CHRISTOPHER B.
SOULSBY

KAREN PETERSON EXT.
TERESA JOYCE
LINDA ARREDONDO
BETH DWYER

JESSICA PEDERSON EXT.
LOUISA T. FREDERICK
KRISTEN L. DEYOUNG
SARA ANDERSON
FETIMA DAVIS

STUDENTS IN
COMMUNICATIONS
ADV. DR. ANA KONG EXT. 4083
PRES. GAILE SPRISSLER
VP.
JEAN lUCKEY
SEC. OPEN
TRES. DEBBIE BALL
Co-Membership Chair:
CHERYL KENKEL
(708) 534-5167
LARRY LARSON
(219) 663-0922

Opportunities for national and, possibly international, exposure and recognition of your talents exist. Interested
parties should contact the INNOVATOR office at extension 4517.

VRENI MENDOZA EXT.
MALGORZATA RYSAK
MI.KI TAKEO
HIROKO MASUIKE
VISHAL CHERUKU

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
DR. LEVINSON EXT. 4578
SI.KIRAT TIJANI
GLENN GRIFFITH
CELESTE ROZIER
VICTORIA PIERCE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF BLACK ACCOUNTANTS, INC
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

ADV.
4135
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

Several positions are open on the INNOVATOR staff. This
is an opportunity to enhance and refine your writing skills
while learning new ones. Several positions qualify to
enter regional, state, and national competitions for awards
as well as the availability to participate in state and national conferences for the media.

Iilterested in the web?

EUGENE R. BLUE EXT.
REGENIA NOBLES
DEMAR C. CRISLER
VALERIE GARDNER
TONYA JONES

,

<:·

New web.proj~tneeds staff members2 both experienced
and.novi~Jn::websitedesign. Here is ach~nce toJearn
existingexpertis~. ·• opportunities
be unlimited..:For more information~ contaetex-

he\\' skillsbr.advance•

1

ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

ST
UDENT OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY ASSOCIATION

Staff positions open

TARA KING
GLINDA RUIZ
CARRIE O'MALLY
DANA GRAHAM

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
ADV.
3087
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

ADV DR. WILLIAM BOLINE
EXT. 4912
PRES. PRINCESS AVANT
VP.
MARJORIE NEELY
SEC. RAE SMITH
TRES. SHARON BREYER
MAIN CONTACT PERSON KATHY
PETRAK

HARIFA TOWNSEND EXT.

FUTURES TEACHER'S
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
4377
PRES.
VP.
SEC.

SEC.
DENISE SCHROEDER
TRES. KATHLEEN SOSNOWSKI
SOCIAL COMMITTEE KATin
PATrON

~

NSSLHA (NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH LANGUAGE
HEARING ASSOCIATION

ADV. JAGEN LINGAMNENI EXT
4585
PRES. CONNIE SCHMITT

(INTERNATIONAL READING
ASSOCIATION)
ADV. JOANNE ANANIA EXT. 4372
PRES. ANTOINETTE NORRELL
VP.
NANCY SPANIAK
SEC.
JULIE SCHUBERTH
TRES. ROBIN VON THADEN

•c
: ... • ,I
,~ ' l .•
.

:@gSU.:o~g~~ ;:~,_•.·:.
~

(AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
HEALTHCARE
EXECUTIVES)

Monday, August 9, 1999
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The INNOVATOR welcomes submissions and understands
that the office and mailbox may not be convenient to find.
Though the INNOVATOR is not an online publication, it can
accept submissions at the email address of ckansoe@govst.edu. Of course, submissions can be delivered by snail mail, inter-campus mail, or slipped under the
office door.

Thanks/

